The Muriel Kauffman Theatre hosts a variety of dance and theatrical performances from around the world, and be the performance home of Kansas City Ballet and Lyric Opera of Kansas City. Inspired by the great opera houses of Europe, the Theatre is designed to be visually striking, while providing an intimate experience for both audiences and performers. Audiences are seated around the stage in a variation on the traditional horseshoe configuration—bringing them closer to the performers than in auditorium-style venues.

A flexible orchestra pit configuration and the ability to adjust the stage opening width make the Muriel Kauffman Theatre tremendously adaptable, allowing for both intimate and large-scale productions. The design of Muriel Kauffman Theatre’s expanded facilities provide dramatically enhanced performance capabilities—including a vast 5,000-square-foot stage; a large orchestra pit than can accommodate up to 90 musicians; increased backstage facilities; a 74-foot tall fly tower; and a flexible stage opening. The Theatre’s fly tower will allow for scenery as tall as 30 feet to be flown above the stage, enabling productions to make use of more sophisticated scenic design elements. The stage’s flexible proscenium opening will allow the width and height of the stage to be adjusted, making it tremendously adaptable and allowing for both intimate and larger-scale productions.

### BUILDING DETAILS AND ACOUSTIC DATA

**Location**
1601 Broadway Boulevard, Kansas City, MO 64108

**Building Size**
26,500 m²

**Theater:**
- **Seating Capacity:** 1,800
- **Room Volume:** 9,700 m³
- **Reverberation Time (Mid-Frequency):**
  - Unoccupied: 1.5 sec
  - Occupied: 1.3 sec

**Finish Materials**
- **Ceiling:** Plaster with Sandblasting Finish
- **Walls:** Plaster
- **Aud. Floor:** Concrete/Carpet
- **Orchestra Pit Floor:** Alaskan Yellow Cedar

### REVERBERATION TIME
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### LONGITUDINAL SECTION
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